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In order to investigate the damage influence of the leakage explosion in urban gas pipeline on the surrounding environment, the
numerical models of buried PE (polyethylene) pipes under urban pavement were established by using ANSYS/LS-DYNA in this
study. ,e reliability of the numerical models was verified on the basis of the explosion experiments. According to the amount of
gas leakage, the TNTexplosive equivalent was determined. ,e gas leakage explosion process of buried PE pipes was studied, and
the pressure and stress changes of pipes and pavements under different explosive equivalents and buried depths were analyzed; at
last, the deformation law of pipes and pavements were discussed. ,e results show that the PE pipes are fractured during the
leakage explosion and a spherical explosion cavity is formed in the soil. ,e pavement above the explosion point bulges upward
and forms a circle. ,e maximum pressure of pipe near the explosion point increases linearly with the increase of explosive
equivalent, and a proportional relation is observed between the fracture width of pipe and the explosive equivalent.,e degree and
duration of pavement deformation increase significantly with the increase of explosive equivalents. ,e dynamic response of the
pipes is rarely affected by the buried depth, and the change of maximum effective stress is no more than 7%. However, the buried
depth is of great influence on the damage degree of pavement.When the buried depth increases from 0.9m to 1.5m, the pavement
deformation can be reduced effectively. ,e variation rule of pavement deformation is similar to the change rule of maximum
overpressure and effective plastic stress; they change in the form of concave functions with the increase of buried depth.,e results
can provide theoretical basis for municipal pipeline construction design and urban safety planning and provide references for the
risk assessment of gas explosion in buried pipelines.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the natural gas industry and
urbanization, the laying distance of urban gas pipeline has
increased greatly, the length of China’s urban natural gas
pipeline increased by about 480,000 kilometers from 2009 to
2019. For better utilization of urban underground space and
reducing risks, urban natural gas pipelines are often laid
underground. However, accidents often occur in buried
natural gas pipelines due to external interferences, chemical
corrosion, defects, or traffic loads. ,e common types of
pipeline accidents are leakage, fire, explosion, and poisoning
choke, and the source of pipeline accidents is leakage ac-
cident [1–7].,e external disturbance is the primary cause of
pipeline deformation and leakage [8]. In order to study the
mechanical response of the pipeline under external

disturbance, numerical simulations and experimental re-
searches were conducted on the deformation and dynamic
response of the steel pipe or PE pipeline under deflection
loads, excavation loads, or other loads [9–13].Explosive
loading poses a greater threat to the pipeline than other
external loads. Zhang et al. [14] simulated the buckling
response of steel pipes in soil or rock formations subjected to
ground explosive loading, the pipes in rock formation were
more susceptible to damage, and the effects of explosive
equivalent, explosion height, pipe diameter-thickness ratio,
buried depth, and explosion location on the buckling re-
sponse of the pipes were discussed. Mokhtari and Nia [15]
investigated the dynamic response of X65 steel pipe under
underground explosive loading by numerical simulation.
Compared with the pipeline thickness parameter, pipeline
transportation pressure has a greater influence on the pipe
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deformation. Wang et al. [16] conducted numerical simu-
lations on the dynamic response of submarine pipelines
under blast loading; compared to semiburied pipelines, the
laying sea bed pipelines and shallowly buried pipelines
deform smaller, and the dynamic response of pipelines can
be reduced by increasing the buried depth. Based on the
strong explosion theory and analytical equations, Bang et al.
[17] analyzed the pressure and velocity on the nearby pipes
under explosive loading of hydrogen tank. ,e bending
amplitudes of the pipes under different explosive equivalents
were discussed, and the safety distance between the hy-
drogen tank and the pipeline was estimated. ,ese studies
provide good references for pipeline selection and laying.

After the leakage occurs, the natural gas gradually dif-
fuses to the ground, forming a gas cloud with a certain
concentration gradient. In case of an open flame, the fire and
explosion may occur. According to an analysis of 1063
accidents about onshore gas pipeline leakage, explosion
accidents account for about 12% of gas pipeline leakage
accidents, and the occurrence probability of which was
second only to fire and steam cloud accidents [18]. Leakage
explosion accidents are often catastrophic, easy to cause
great property losses and casualties. For example, on March
12, 2014, a natural gas pipeline leaked and exploded in
Manhattan, New York, killing 8 people and injuring at least
70 others, and 2 large buildings collapsed. On August 1,
2019, a gas pipeline explosion accident occurred in Lincoln
County, Kentucky, USA, which caused 1 death and 5 in-
juries. On July 4, 2017, a PE natural gas pipeline in Songyuan
City, Jilin Province, China, leaked and exploded during
maintenance, resulting in 7 deaths and 85 injuries.

To investigate the process and damage characteristics of
gas pipeline leakage explosion, Zhian et al. [19] used fluent to
simulate the propagation law of gas explosion flame and
pressure wave in the pipeline and verified with experiments.
Ye et al. [20] carried out theoretical analysis and experi-
mental study on the influence of wall heat effect on gas
explosion during its propagation, and results show that the
influence of wall heat loss on gas explosion intensity is
significant, which will affect explosion strength, flame
propagation velocity, peak overpressure, and the peak flame
propagation velocity and, as the adiabatic degree increases,
the effects become more important. Cirimello et al. [21]
analyzed a pipeline explosion accident in Argentina, me-
chanical tests and chemical analysis were conducted on the
accident pipe, and the witness descriptions at the scene of the
accident were compared to determine the actual process of
the explosion accident. Wang et al. [22] used CFD numerical
simulation to analyze the natural gas explosion accident in
Manhattan, New York. ,e simulation results were con-
sistent with the actual accident damage, and the location of
ignition source was further determined. In addition, many
studies have been carried out on the inhibitory mechanism
of gas explosion [23, 24].

In order to accurately assess the influence of leakage
explosion accidents on the pipelines and the surrounding
environments and reduce the severity of the accidents, Guo
et al. [25] studied the impact damage law of leakage ex-
plosion on buried adjacent pipes; by comparison and

discussion, they proposed that compared to increasing the
pipe thickness, the risk of pipeline accidents can be reduced
more by increasing the pipe spacing. Wang et al. [26] nu-
merically simulated the overpressure and deformation of
the overhead gas pipeline caused by the leakage explosion
of the adjacent pipes under different parallel spacing, and
the safety risks of different pipelines were assessed. Wen
et al. [27] conducted numerical simulation study on the
damage of the adjacent pipeline in the parallel natural gas
pipeline in the tunnel. ,e stress and velocity response of
the pipeline under different leakage sizes, parallel spacing,
and wind speeds were discussed. Du et al. [28] numerically
studied the dynamic response of the defective aluminum
pipes under inner gas explosion loading, and an experi-
mental verification was carried out. Russo and Parisi [29]
proposed a procedure to assess the damage of buildings
caused by gas pipeline explosion, and the minimum safety
distance between the pipeline and the building can be
determined. Considering different leakage quantities and
ranges, Wang et al. [30] simulated the gas explosion in
buildings through CFD explosion simulation software, the
propagation process of shock waves in buildings was an-
alyzed, and the typical explosion wave curves at different
locations were plotted, and the numerical simulation re-
sults were consistent with the actual damage of the acci-
dent. Sklavounos and Rigas [31] proposed a method to
estimate the safety distance near oil and gas pipelines and
held that the safety distance depends largely on atmo-
spheric conditions and the safety distance is more sensitive
to pipeline size than working pressure.

Based on the above literature analysis, it is found that
the current research on the leakage explosion of natural gas
pipelines is mainly for cast iron pipes and steel pipes, and
the research content is mostly the dynamic response be-
tween parallel adjacent pipes under leakage explosion
loads. It is rare to take the urban pipe network as the
background and the commonly used PE natural gas
pipeline as the research object to study the damage effect of
the leakage explosion accident [32, 33]. Based on the
existing problems, ANSYS/LS-DYNA was used in this
study to establish the leakage explosion models of buried
PE pipelines under pavements. Considering the coupling
effect between pipelines and soil, the dynamic response of
buried PE pipelines under pavements under blast loading
was studied. ,e damage laws of pipelines and pavements
under different buried depths and explosive equivalents
were discussed. ,e research results can provide theoretical
basis for municipal pipeline construction design and urban
safety planning and offer references for the risk assessment
of gas explosion in buried pipeline, which are of great
significance for protecting the safety of urban environment
and residents.

2. Simulation Methodology

2.1. Fundamentals. ,e explosion process in a natural gas
pipe is a flow process of shock waves with high temperature
and pressure in restricted space. To simplify the calculation,
the following assumptions were made:
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(1) Gravity effect and delivery pressure of pipe are not
considered

(2) ,e pipe is ideal elastic-plastic, regardless of the joint
between pipe sections

(3) ,e soil and pavements are uniformly continuous
and isotropic

(4) ,e pavement surface is a free surface, and the other
directions of soil and pavement extend indefinitely

(5) ,e contact surface between the pipe and the soil is
smooth, and the soil is closely connected with the
pavement

(6) ,e initial ambient temperature is the normal
temperature, and explosive is the only heat source in
the model

(7) ,e intermediate process of chemical reactions in the
gas explosion is not considered

(8) ,e release center of the explosive energy is at the
origin of the coordinates

,e destructive effects of a natural gas explosion on the
environments are caused by energy exchange. Based on the
above assumptions, the basic governing equations (mass,
momentum, and energy equation) can be expressed as

M � 
Δε
ρεdvε � 

Δx

ρxdvx � 
ΔX

ρXdvX,

z

zt

X

Δε
ρεvεdvε � 

zΔε
tidsε + 

Δε
ρεfidvε,

E � Vsij
εij − (p + q) _V,

(1)

where ε is the position vector indicating the position of each
point in the reference coordinate system; v is the motion
velocity of ε in space; zΔX, zΔx, and zΔε are the boundaries
of the matter domain, the space domain, and the reference
domain of any continuum, respectively; ρX, ρx, and ρε are,
respectively, expressed as the density of each substance in the
continuum; ti is the force on the unit surface acting on the
boundary zΔε of reference region Δε; fi is the volume force
per unit mass applied to an object; V is the relative volume of
the current configuration; _V is the relative volume defor-
mation speed of current configuration; sij and p are the
deviatoric stress tensor and hydrostatic pressure, respec-
tively; εij is the strain rate tensor; and q is the volume viscous
resistance.

Generally, the composition of CH4 in civil natural gas
accounts for more than 90%, and thus the composition
equation of the explosion reaction can be approximately
expressed as follows:

CH4 + 2O2 � 2H2O + CO2 + 882.6KJ/mol (2)

2.2. Equivalent of Gas Leakage

2.2.1. Model of Gas Leakage. ,ere are two types of gas pipe
leakage: orifice leakage and fracture leakage, and the possibility
of orifice leakage is greater than that of fracture leakage [8]. We
assume that the leak orifice is a circular hole with a radius of
0.02m to evaluate the gas leakage, and the leakage process is an
adiabatic process for the ideal gas to flow out of the pipe.
Combining with the Bernoulli equation and the adiabatic
equation, the velocity of gas leakage v can be obtained as

v � φ
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, (3)

where φ � 0.98 is the orifice velocity coefficient, which
represents the resistance loss during the actual leakage pro-
cess. k � 1.3 is the adiabatic exponent. R � 8.314 J/(mol·K) is
the gas constant. P0 � 0.101 MPa is the pressure of external
environment. P1 � 0.4 MPa is the delivery pressure of pipe.
T � 296.15 K is the environment temperature.

,e amount of gas leakage Q is

Q � φCDAP1
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, (4)

where CD is the discharge coefficient, which is set to 1 when
the orifice shape is a round hole. A is the area of the leak
orifice. M is the molecular weight of natural gas and is
0.016 kg/mol.

Guo et al. [25] used MATLAB to establish a gas leakage
diffusion model for buried pipes. ,e calculation results
show that after the pipe leaks, a gas cloud with a certain
concentration gradient is formed near the leakage hole, and
the radius of the gas cloud increases with the increase of the
leakage time. After a certain period of time (80 s in the
study), the gas in the soil reaches saturation and diffuses
from the underground to the ground surface, and then the
gas cloud spreads gradually. ,e gas leaked to the ground is
mixed with the air and forms a combustible vapor cloud.
When the cloud is ignited, the combustion layer can
propagate to the underground pipeline and lead to the
explosion of the buried gas pipeline.

2.2.2. Calculation for TNT Equivalent. ,e destructive effect
of vapor cloud explosion is usually determined by the energy
it releases. Researchers often convert the vapor cloud energy
into TNT equivalents to simulate the damage of gas ex-
plosion to the surrounding environment [17, 34]. ,e
conversion equation of gas leakage to TNT equivalent is

WTNT � α
WcQc

QTNT

λ, (5)
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where WTNT is the TNT equivalent converted from vapor
cloud; α is the equivalent coefficient of combustible gas,
taking the statistical average of 0.04; Wc is the mass of the
combustible component in vapor cloud; Qc is the releasing
heat produced by combustion per kilogram, which is 54MJ/
kg; QTNT is the detonation heat of per kilogram TNT, the
average value is around 4500 kJ/kg; and λ is the explosive
energy release rate of vapor cloud, which is 5%.

In this study, we assume that the leaking vapor cloud
explodes when it just spreads to the ground, and the vapor
cloud underground is only discussed, where the combustible
gas escapes above the ground is not calculated. By com-
parison with similar studies, we can assume that the natural
gas in the soil reaches saturation after 250 s and an explosion
occurs [25]. ,e total amount of natural gas leakage cal-
culated by using formula (4) was 208.48 kg, and the
equivalent of TNT calculated by using formula (5) was 5 kg.

2.3.Numerical Scheme. In this study, a numerical model was
firstly established based on the pipe explosion experiment,
and the PE pipe material model and modeling method used
in this study were verified. ,en, with the explosive
equivalent of 5 kg, a tube-soil-pavement explosion model
was established to simulate the process of leakage explosion
of PE gas pipe with a depth of 1.2m under pavement. ,e
failure process of pipe, soil, and pavement and the pressure
changes at keypoints were analyzed. After that, with the
buried depth of 1.2m, the degree of damage to pipes and
pavements and the dynamic response of keypoints were
discussed for explosive equivalents of 1 kg, 3 kg, 5 kg, 7 kg,
and 10 kg, respectively. Finally, with the explosive equivalent
of 1 kg, the deformation and pressure and stress changes of
pipes and pavements under different buried depths were
discussed. Considering the minimum buried depth of buried
natural gas pipes below urban pavements is 0.9m, the sizes
of buried depths were 0.9m, 1.2m, 1.5m, 1.8m, and 2.1m.

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the physical
model. ,e model is divided into five parts, namely,
pavement, soil, pipe, TNT explosive, and air part. To
eliminate the influence of the boundary, the whole size of the
model is 2.6m× 5m in the x and z directions, respectively.
,e thickness of the pavement is 0.25m. To study the in-
fluence of buried depth on the dynamic response of pipes
and pavements, the y direction dimensions are 1.9m, 2.2m,
2.5m, 2.8m, and 3.1m, respectively. On account of the
symmetry properties of the models, 1/2 of the models are
adopted to save calculation costs. ,e size of PE gas pipes
selected in this study is DN315-SDR11PE pipe, which is
commonly used in urban pipelines. A circular leak hole with
the radius of 0.02m is on the upper part of the pipe, and the
TNT is in the center of the pipe below the hole.

,e models are meshed by solid164 element. For the
purpose of reducing errors and improving the computational
efficiency, the minimum size of the mesh near the explosion
point is set to 1.5 cm, and the mesh size becomes coarser from
the explosion point outward. ,e total grid number of the
numerical model in buried depth of 1.2m is 1207560. ,e
Lagrange algorithm is used for pipes, soil, and pavements to

facilitate the simulation of deformation and failure behavior,
and the Euler algorithm is used for TNT explosives and air to
simulate the propagation of explosive wave. In order to realize
the coupling effect of explosive, air, pipeline, and soil during the
explosion, themodel is established by using the ALEmethod to
make the fluid mesh coincide with the solid mesh, and
CONSTRAINED_LAGRANGE_IN_SOLID keyword is used
to realize the fluid-structure interaction [26]. CON-
TACT_AUTOMATIC_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE keyword
is used between pipe and soil.

To simulate the semi-infinite soil, the upper surface of
the model is set as a free boundary, the symmetric constraint
is set on the Y-Z plane, and the other four surfaces are set as
nonreflecting boundaries.

For the investigation of pipeline leakage explosion ac-
cidents, the deformation of pipes and pavements is the focus
of attention. In order to facilitate the analysis of the dynamic
response of pipes and pavements, reference keypoints are
taken at typical locations of the model. As shown in Figure 2,
A, B, and C keypoints are located on the pipe, and E, F, and G
are located on the surface of pavement. ,e Z coordinates
are 0.7m, 1.4m, and 2.1m, respectively. Point D is on the
pavement surface just above the explosive.

2.4. Material Models and Equations of State. ,e material
models and equations of state utilized for the numerical
models are concisely explained in the following.

,e material model of TNT can be described as
HIGH_EXPLOSIVE_BURN material and
Jones–Wilkins–Lee (JWL) equation of state. ,e JWL
equation of state describes the explosive pressure as

p � A 1 −
ω
R1

 e
− R1V1 + B 1 −

ω
R2V

 e
− R2V1 +

ωE1

V1
, (6)

where p is the explosive pressure; E1 is the initial explosive
energy per unit volume; V1 is the initial relative volume; and
A, B, R1, R2, and ω are the constant values determined from
dynamic experiments. ,e parameters of TNT are listed in
Table 1.

,e material model of air medium is described with
NULL and LINEAR_POLYNOMIAL equation of state. Null
material can be calculated without considering the deviatoric
stress and customize the bulk viscosity, which is suitable for
defining fluid media such as air. LINEAR_POLYNOMIAL
equation of state describes the initial pressure as

P � C0 + C1μ + C2μ
2

+ C3μ
3

+ C4 + C5μ + C6μ
2

 E2,

μ �
1

V2
− 1,

(7)

where P is the initial pressure, C0 ∼ C3 are the constants of
equation, E2 is the initial internal energy per unit reference
volume, and V2 is the initial reference volume. ,e specific
values of air are listed in Table 2.

,e material model of PE pipe is described with
PLASTIC_KINEMATIC. Strain rate effect and yield failure
are considered, and it is always used for dynamic response
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analysis of structures under explosive loading. PLAS-
TIC_KINEMATIC describes the yield stress as

σy � 1 +
ε
C

 
1/p

  σ0 + βEpεp,eff , (8)

where ε is the loading strain rate, C and p are the strain rate
parameters of Cowper-Symonds, σ0 is the initial yield stress,
β is the hardening parameter, Ep is the plastic hardening
modulus, and εp,eff is the effective plastic strain. ,e physical
parameters of PE pipe are shown in Table 3 [35].

,e material models of soil and pavement are described
as SOIL_AND_FOAM and SOIL_CONCRETE, respectively
[36, 37]. ,e specific parameters are listed in Table 4.

2.5. Model Verification

2.5.1. Experimental Verification. Zhong et al. [38] con-
ducted an experimental study on the dynamic response of
buried PE pipes under explosive loading, and the strain
values at typical positions of PE pipes were obtained. In this

0.25m

0.8m

1.3m
5m

Burried
depth

DN315

Leak orifice

Ground surface

Y
Z

X

Soil

Pavement

Pipe

Air

TNT

Figure 1: Schematic of the physical model.

Table 1: Parameters of TNT.

ρ (kg/m3) (E) VD (m/s) (E) PCJ (Pa) (E) A (Pa) (E) B (Pa) (E) R1 R2 ω E1 (Pa)
1.4473 4.33 3.4309 2.14411 1.8209 4.5 0.9 0.15 3.59

Table 2: Parameters of air.

ρ (kg/m3) C0∼C3 C4 C5 C6 E2 (Pa) V2

1.29 0 0.4 0.4 0 2.55 1

Figure 2: Position of the reference keypoints.
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section, a 1 :1 numerical model of the experiment is
established based on the material models and modeling
method in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 to verify the reliability of the
numerical models in this study. A schematic diagram of the
experimental model and numerical model is shown in
Figure 3. In the verification model, the TNT magnitude is
200 g, the buried depth of pipe is 1.50m, and distance from
the center of the pipe to TNT is 3.20m.

Figure 4 shows the stress response of a buried PE pipe
under the impact of explosion. ,e stress response of pipe is
mainly concentrated on the end closest to the explosive and
transfers from the front surface to the back surface, and at
the same time, it spreads far away along the pipe. Due to the
small amount of explosive and the long blast center distance,
the maximum equivalent stress of the pipe is 1.462MPa;
hence, the deformation of pipe is elastic, and the strain value
is small. ,e simulation results are consistent with the ex-
perimental results.

Table 5 compares the simulation results of the maximum
strain on the surface of the pipe against the experimental
values. ,e comparison results show that the relative errors
between the simulation values and experimental values of
the measured points are, respectively, 6.87%, 10.70%, and
3.23%, and the average relative error is 6.93%. ,e simu-
lation results are not much different with the experimental
results; therefore, the numerical models and methods used
in this study are feasible, and the simulation results are
reliable.

2.5.2. Grid Independence Analysis and Time Independence
Verification. Generally, the grid number and time step have
great influences on the accuracy of simulation, and the
calculation error gets smaller with the increase of the grid
number or the decrease of time step, but too many grid
numbers or too small time step may lead to low efficiency of
calculation. To solve the problem, grid independence
analysis and time independence verification were usually
conducted to verify the accuracy of simulation and got an
appropriate grid number and time step [39–43]. As shown in
Figure 5 and Table 6, In this study, the grid numbers of
806772, 1207560, 1409480, and 1893344 were conducted in
grid independence analysis, and the time step of 8e − 5 s,
e − 4 s, 5e − 4 s, and 1e − 3 s were calculated in time inde-
pendence verification. In grid independence analysis, the
relative error is getting smaller with the increase of grid
number, but the fracture width of pipe changes very little
when the grid number increases over 1.2 million, indicating

that the grid number of 1207560 can achieve the calculation
requirement. Based on the grid number of 1207560, the
effect of time step on the calculation result is discussed. As
can be seen from Figure 5, the time step changes from
1e − 3 s to 8e − 5 s, while the calculation result changes little.
Under comprehensive consideration, the time step adopted
in this study is 1e − 4 .

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. ExplosionProcess of LeakageGas. ,e leakage explosions
of PE pipe with the explosive equivalent of 5 kg and a buried
depth of 1.2m are numerically simulated in this section.
Figure 6 shows the propagation process of the shock waves.
After the explosion starts from 0 s, the explosion shock
waves spread as a sphere to surroundings, and part of them
impacts the wall of pipe, but most propagate along the axial
direction of the pipe. Within 1ms, a spherical explosion
cavity is formed near the explosion point, indicating that the
shock waves have destroyed the pipe wall near the explosion
point and directly impact the soil along the fracture. At
1.2ms and 2.1ms, the shock waves reach the end of the pipe
and the bottom of pavement, respectively. ,e shock waves
near the explosion point continuously reflect on the free
surface of the cavity outside the fracture of pipe, and the high
temperature and high pressure continuously do work on the
soil. ,e soil is compressed and deformed, forming a
continuously expanding high-pressure explosion cavity that
expands outward until it reaches the bottom of the pave-
ment. At 16.8ms, the bulge phenomenon of pavement can
be observed, indicating that the pavement is deformed, and
the obvious deformation phenomenon of pavement does not
appear at the arrival of shock waves; the bulge phenomenon
is caused by the combination of the high temperature and
pressure and the soil expansion.

As shown in Figure 7, the PE pipe is deformed under the
impact of the explosion, and the effective stress on the pipe
decreases with time. ,e pipe near the explosion point is the
first one subjected to the shock waves, resulting in high stress
on the pipe, with the occurrence of slight crack around the
leak orifice at 0.099ms. ,en the pipe expands and stretches
under the effect of the follow-up reflection waves and high
temperature and pressure. ,e energy of shock waves is
absorbed by the pipe during the incident and reflection
process, leading the pipe to deform. ,e crack enlarges
gradually and forms a fracture finally. With the continuous
reflection of shock waves at the interface between pipe and
soil, the fracture width continuously increases. By 1.2ms, the
fracture of pipe is no longer increasing. It is noted that
during the 1.2ms to 4.0ms phase, the pipe near the fracture
appears a curl inward phenomenon, indicating that the soil
explosion cavity width is larger than the pipe fracture width,
and the sparse waves reflected in the cavity lead to the
continuous deformation of the pipe.

,e changes of pressure at reference keypoints on the
pipe are shown in Figure 8. With the increase in distances
from the initiation point to reference keypoints, the arrival
times of shock waves are delayed, and the maximum
pressure on the pipe are decreased. ,e maximum pressure

Table 3: Parameters of the PE pipe.

ρ (kg/m3) E (Pa) μ Etan (Pa) (E)
959 1.079 0.4101 3.7708

Table 4: Parameters of soil and concrete pavement.

Material ρ (kg/m3) G (Pa) (E) K (Pa) (E) PC (Pa)
Soil 1800 6.3857 310 − 6900
Pavement 2500 1.2510 1.66710 − 2E6
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at point A is 11.4MPa, while the maximum pressure at point
C decreased to 7.64MPa. Under the effect of the follow-up
reflected wave and the coupling of pipe and soil, the pressure
on the pipe continuously fluctuates and tends to zero.

Figure 9 shows the displacement vector diagram and
strain state of the pavement in different views. ,e maxi-
mum bulge height of the pavement is 8.99 cm, and the
maximum effective plastic strain is 3.07E-5. Under the ex-
plosive loading, the effective plastic strain is produced on the
pavement, and the high strain mainly appears in the area
directly above the explosion point. Since most of the energy

of the upward propagating shock waves is absorbed and
converted when it passes through the pipe and soil media,
the deformation of the pavement is small, with a slight bulge
phenomenon. From the top view, the pavement just above
the explosion point is most severely deformed and shapes a
circle bulge. ,e deformation gradient of pavement is most
sparse along the axial of pipe, and the entire deformation
region distributes as an ellipse.

Figure 10 shows the energy variation and dynamic re-
sponse of the pavement under explosive loading. ,e total
energy is the sum of internal energy and kinetic energy; the

Ground
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detonation

ϕ93.7

ϕ140.6

ϕ278.2
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50
10

0
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PE pipe
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the verification model.
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Figure 4: Stress distribution of PE pipe in the verification model. (a) 0ms. (b) 5.599ms. (c) 7.799ms. (d) 9.799ms. (e) 11.799ms. (f )
12.999ms. (g) 17.399ms. (h) 40.0ms.

Table 5: Comparison with experimental results.

Experiment Simulation Relative errors (%)
Cyclic tensile strain (με) 252.44 235.10 6.87
Cyclic compressive strain (με) 436.18 482.85 10.70
Axially strain (με) 328.01 338.61 3.23
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kinetic energymainly represents the displacement and speed of
the pavement, and the internal energy mainly represents the
deformation and strain of the pavement. In Figure 10(a), the
total energy, kinetic energy, and internal energy of the pave-
ment start to increase at 2.1ms, which conforms to the arrival
time of the shock wave shown in Figure 6. ,e pavement
energy is rising continuously, but the rise speed is decreasing,
indicating that the pavement continues to deform under the
explosive loading, and the deformation process does not stop
until 50ms. It can be seen from Figure 10(b) that the over-
pressure of four keypoints raises from 1.8ms, 2.0ms, 2.2ms,
and 2.3ms, respectively. ,e overpressure of keypoints in the
vicinity of explosion point rises earlier, and the high-over-
pressure state lasts longer. ,e closer the keypoint to the ex-
plosion point is, the higher the peak overpressure is. ,e peak
overpressure at D and E exceeds 0.02MPa, indicating that the
pedestrians within the distance of 0.7m will suffer varied
degrees of injury according to the overpressure injury criterion.

3.2. Effects of Explosive Equivalent. In this section, the dy-
namic responses of the numerical models with the explosive
equivalents of 1 kg, 3 kg, 5 kg, 7 kg, and 10 kg are compared,
and the buried depth is 1.2m. Figure 11 shows the fracture
widths of the pipes under different explosive equivalents.

,e fracture width of pipe is greater under the action of a
larger explosive equivalent, and the increase of fracture
width with explosive equivalent is nonlinear. ,e amount of
explosive equivalent is decisive for the damage degree of
pipe. Compared with the explosive equivalent of 1 kg, the
fracture width of 3 kg explosive equivalent increases by
0.211m or 129.2%. ,e relative increases in the fracture
width of 5 kg, 7 kg, and 10 kg of explosive equivalent are
between 18% and 20%. In the case of 1 kg equivalent, the
fracture width at the top of the PE pipe is significantly larger
than that in the middle. As the explosive equivalent in-
creases, the fracture shape changes, and the difference of
fracture width between the top and the middle decreases.

Figure 12 shows the changes of maximum pressure at
different locations of the pipe for different explosive
equivalents. As the explosive equivalent increases, the
maximum pressure at different locations of pipe increases.
,e maximum pressure at point A increases rapidly and has
a linear relationship with the explosive equivalent, but the
maximum pressure at point B and C raises not much. ,e
increasing rate of pressure at point A under different
equivalents changes little and is greater than that at points B
and C. It is shown that the increase of explosive equivalent is
directly related to the change of energy in the vicinity of the
explosion point, and most of the increased explosive energy
involved in the deformation of pipe and soil which trans-
formed into deformation energy and thermal energy, and
only a small part of the energy propagates along the axial
direction of the pipeline.

Figures 13 and 14 show the energy changes and dynamic
responses of the pavement under different explosive
equivalents. As shown in Figure 13, the pavement absorbs
more energy with the increase of explosive equivalent. When
the explosive equivalent is 1 kg, the energy of pavement
reaches peak and then slowly decreases and finally stabilizes
at a small value, indicating that the explosion has little
impact on the pavement. When the explosive equivalent
increases to 3 kg and 5 kg, the energy of pavement reaches
peak and then stabilizes at a large value, the pavement is
greatly affected by the explosion impact. When the explosive
equivalent is 7 kg and 10 kg, the energy of pavement con-
tinues to rise, but the energy is still not stable at 0.05 s,
indicating that the pavement deformation process still goes
on after 0.05 s. With the explosive equivalent increasing, the
energy of the pavement increases significantly, and the
deformation process lasts longer; consequently, the threat to
pedestrians and vehicles become greater. As shown in
Figure 14, with the increase of explosive equivalent, the
maximum effective plastic stress and overpressure of
pavement change approximately linearly. When the ex-
plosive equivalent is greater than 5 kg, the pressure spread to
the pavement surface exceeds 0.02MPa, which can cause
minor injuries to pedestrians.When the explosive equivalent
is greater than 7 kg, the pressure spread to the pavement
surface exceeds 0.03MPa, and pedestrians may seriously be
injured. ,e increase of leakage amount of natural gas
generates more explosive energy, and the damage induced to
pipes, pavements, and the pedestrians can be greater.
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Figure 5: Grid independence and time independence verification
diagram.

Table 6: Variation of fracture width with grid number and time
step.

Grid number 806772 1207560 1409480 1893344
Fracture width (m) 0.56789 0.44201 0.43871 0.43868
Relative error (%) 28.5 − 0.74 − 0.75
Time step (s) 8e − 5 1e − 4 5e − 4 1e − 3
Fracture width (m) 0.44195 0.44201 0.44176 0.44239
Relative error (%) − 0.01 − 0.05 0.08
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Figure 6: Propagation process of explosive shock waves. (a) 0.099ms. (b) 1.199ms. (c) 16.799ms. (d) 0.199ms. (e) 2.099ms. (f ) 44.899ms.
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Figures 15 and 16 show the deformation and strain
response of the pavement under different explosive equiv-
alent conditions. ,e deformation value of the pavement
depends linearly on the explosive equivalent. ,e strain area
of the pavement is concentrated above the explosion point.
,e deformation value increases with the increase of ex-
plosive equivalent, but the increasing rate decreases grad-
ually. When the explosive equivalent is 3 kg, the bulge starts
to appear on the pavement, but the bulge degree is slight.

When the explosive equivalent is 5 kg, an obvious bulge can
be seen. When the explosive equivalent adds up to 7 kg and
10 kg, the bulge shape changes from a cone to an arch. It is
predictable that the pavement will rupture as the explosive
equivalent continues to increase.

3.3. Effects of Buried Depth. ,is section discusses the dy-
namic response of the numerical models with different
buried depths, and the explosive equivalent is set to 1 kg.
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Figure 7: Stress distribution and damage process of the PE pipe.
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Figure 9: Deformation and strain distribution of pavements.
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Figure 10: Dynamic response curves of different pavements.
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As shown in Figure 17, the variation of the buried depth
has little effect on the fracture width of the pipe.,e fracture
width of the 1.2m buried depth is relatively large, but the
maximum difference is less than 2.35%.

Figure 18 shows the maximum effective stress and
pressure of the keypoints on pipes with different buried
depths. ,e maximum pressure and effective stress of dif-
ferent keypoints on the pipe decrease as the distance from
the explosion point increases. ,e change of buried depth

has the greatest influence on the peak pressure at point C,
and the pressure difference between the buried depths of
2.1m and 1.2m at this point is 16%.,e effective stress value
changes the most at point A, where the difference of effective
stress between 2.1m and 1.2m buried depths is 7%. It shows
that the influence of the buried depth on the pressure of the
pipeline is larger at the position away from the explosion
point, and the influence of buried depth on the pipeline’s
effective stress is larger near the explosion point.
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Figure 13: Total energy curves of pavements under different TNT equivalents.
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Figure 14: Dynamic response curves of pavements under different TNT equivalents.
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Figure 16: Displacement and strain distribution of pavements. (a) 1 kg. (b) 3 kg. (c) 5 kg. (d) 7 kg. (e) 10 kg.
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Figure 19 shows the changes of total energy and dynamic
response of pavement at different buried depths. As shown
in Figure 19(a), with the increase of buried depth, the energy
absorbed by the pavement decreases, and the time to reach
the peak is delayed. Figure 19(b) shows the relationship
between the maximum overpressure and effective stress of
keypoint D and the buried depth. ,e overpressure of
pavements declines with the increase of the buried depth,
but the amplitude of decline is decreasing, and the over-
pressure changes in the form of a concave function. Since the
overpressure on the pavement is less than 0.02MPa, pe-
destrians may be hardly injured.

Figure 20 shows the relationship between buried
depth and pavement deformation. As the buried depth
increases, the displacement and strain values of the
pavement decrease. At 0.9 m to 1.5 m, the pavement
deformation can be effectively reduced by increasing the
buried depth. For every 0.3 m increase in buried depth,
the deformation value decreases by about 50%. As the
buried depth continues to increase, the pavement de-
formation continues to decrease, but the reduction is
getting lower. ,e variation law of deformation is similar
to that of maximum overpressure and effective plastic
strain on pavement.
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Figure 18: ,e maximum pressure and effective stress of pipes under different buried depths.
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4. Conclusions

In recent years, with the great corrosion resistance and flexi-
bility, the PE pipe has occupied rising proportion in the length
of urban natural gas pipeline and has become one of the major
natural gas transmission and distribution pipes. However,
pipeline leakage explosion accidents continue to occur, ac-
companied by serious damage to urban environment and ca-
sualties. It is a focus ofmunicipal construction design and urban
safety planning to improve the safety of urban gas pipeline
system. Consequently, it is necessary to study the process and
damage effect of leakage explosion in the buried PE gas pipeline.
In this study, the gas leakage corresponding to the leakage time
is figured up with the formula, and the TNT explosive

equivalent is determined.,e numericalmodel of the buried PE
pipe under the pavement is established by using ANSYS/LS-
DYNA.,rough simulation analysis, the following conclusions
can be drawn:

(1) After the leakage explosion, the PEpipe is fractured, and
a spherical explosion cavity is formed in the soil. ,e
pavement above the explosion point bulges upward,
and the bulge area is circular in structure.

(2) ,e size of the explosive equivalent is decisive for the
damage degree of pipe and pavement.

,e fracture width of the PE pipe increases signifi-
cantly as the explosive equivalent increases, and the
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Figure 19: Dynamic response curves of pavements.
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fracture shape also changes with the variation of
explosive equivalent. As the explosive equivalent
increases, the deformation process of the pavement is
prolonged, and the deformation degree of the
pavement is increased. When the explosive equiva-
lent is greater than 5 kg, that is, when the leakage
time exceeds 250 s, the ground overpressure is
greater than 0.02MPa, and the pedestrians on the
pavement can be injured. As a result, to prevent
further accidents, the leaking pipeline should be
disposed in time when the leakage signal is detected.

(3) With the increase of buried depth, the damage degree of
pipe is little changed. ,e difference of maximum
pressure on the pipe is 16%, and the difference of
maximumeffective stress is 7%.,e deformation degree
of the pavement is greatly affected by the buried depth.
When the depth is 0.9m to 1.5m, the deformation value
decreases by about 50% for each 0.3m depth increase.
When the buried depth is greater than 1.5m, the
maximum overpressure of the pavement is less than
0.1MPa. ,e variation rule of pavement deformation is
similar to that of maximum overpressure and effective
plastic stress, and they change in the form of concave
functions with the increase of buried depth. ,erefore,
under normal circumstances, the buried depth of urban
gas pipeline should be greater than 1.5m.
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